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Abstract 
The convective motion generated due to the unequal rate of diffusion of two 
components is known as double-diffusive convection The interaction between 
double-diffusive convection and a stably stratified medium is relevant in many 
areas of heat transfer and fluid mechanics A specific application of interest 
considered in the present study is the thermo-haline double-diffusive convec- 
tion related to solar ponds. A solar pond can be thought as a combination 
of solar collector and thermal storage device It is a body of saline water in 
which the hot fluid at the bottom is prevented from mlxing with the cold fluid 
at the surface by dekberately introducing a stable density gradient (gmdzent- 
zone) The emphasls of thls study has been to understand the mechanism of 
erosion of gradient-zone and role of convective motion in the erosion process 
The stability of the artificial density gradient in a solar pond depends 
on the strength of the denszty gradaent and the dynamics in the lower mzxed 
layer The condition under which the rate of erosion of the gradient-zone 
is zero is known as equzlzbmum condztzon For the efficient use of the solar 
ponds, it is desirable to operate them near an equilibrium condition Usually 
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one-dimensional models are used for predicZing the pond behaviour One- 
d~menslonal models which have been proposed earlier either consider the ero- 
sion due to the convective motion (turbulent entrainment model) or the ero- 
sion due to diffusion process (thermal burst model) Turbulent entrainment 
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field and in the laboratory Thus, in the literature, there is a controversy 
regarding the role of convective motion in the erosion process There is also a 
need to develop a better onedimensional model to predict the erosion of the 
gradient-zone 
In this thesis, we propose that the effects of both the turbulent en- 
trainment and the molecular diffusion have to be considered in modelling the 
erosion process We have modified the turbulent entrainment model, used to 
predict the turbulent entrainment velocity (Ut), to include the resistance of 
the density gradient in the erosion process Thermal burst model, used for 
predicting the diffusion entrainment velocity (Ua), has been modified to take 
into account the interfacial density jump In the new model, we postulate an 
effective entrainment velocity (U,) , which is an algebraic sum of turbulent en- 
trainment velocity (&) and diffusion entrainment velocity (&) to model the 
growtlderosion of the gradlent-zone Thus the new model takes into consideration 
both the effects of convective motion and diffusion on the erosion process 
Prediction f?om the new model mdlcates that the height of the m~xed layer 
influences the rate of entrainment and the equilibrium condition The new model 
also explms the observed Nielsen's criterion for equllibnum 
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Erosion process has been studied using transient, two-dimensional sirn- 
ulations Equations governing the transport of heat, salt and momentum for 
the double-diffusive system have been solved numerically Results from the 
simulations indicate the removal of stable fluid from the gradient-zone by the 
convective motion, thus confirming the assumption used m developing the 
one-dimensional model We have studied various transport processes in the 
mured layer and present the rms values of temperature, salinity and velocities 
in the muted layer 
